
PT-400
Stainless Steel Pallet Truck Scale

Durable IP67 stainless steel pallet truck scale 

Rechargeable battery providing 70 hours’ use

Easy to use indicator for fast checkweighing

2000kg capacity
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Marsden PT-400: An IP67 rated pallet truck 
scale perfect for harsh industrial conditions 
 
The Marsden PT-400 is a stainless steel pallet with an in-built 
weighing scale, designed to make weighing euro pallets as easy as 
possible - even in damp and humid conditions.

A rugged scale for demanding 
environments 

The PT-400 is an IP67 rated scale. This means it can 
withstand use in damp or humid environments. 

Additionally, stainless steel construction means it can be 
washed down to keep it hygienic.  

Plus, like all pallet truck scales, the PT-400 makes 
weighing more convenient, because goods can be 
moved and weighed at the same time.

Easy access functions
 
The PT-400 uses Marsden’s IP67 indicator, the I-200. This 
indicator is the perfect rugged indicator for quick and 
easy checkweighing. 

There are just four buttons allowing the user to access 
features like Tare and Zero, and the weight reading is 
clearly displayed in bright red LED digits. This makes the 
PT-400 suitable for dimly lit warehouses and factories.
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Simple operation; universal 
compatibility
 
The fork width of the PT-400 is perfect for euro pallets 
- but in fact this pallet truck is suitable for almost any 
pallet type.

The rugged stainless steel handle has a plastic shroud 
for grip and stability, so lifting, moving and weighing 
a pallet is quick and easy. Rechargeable battery (with 
upto 70 hours’ use from full charge) powers the scale.

Key features
 
IP67 stainless steel protection
IP68 loadcells
Rechargeable battery
Tare/Zero
Preset Tare
Bright red LED display
Robust stainless steel casing
Perfect for most pallet types

Overload protection

The PT-400 may have a generous 2000kg capacity, 
but that doesn’t mean that occasionally your pallets 
will exceed that weight.

To help protect the scale, the PT-400 has built-in 
overload protection, helping prevent damage should 
you go slightly over the 2000kg capacity.

Specification
 
Capacity: 2000kg
Graduations: 500g
Power: Rechargeable battery or mains
Fork dimensions (over forks): 1150mm (l) x 540mm (w)
Individual fork width: 160mm
IP rating: 67
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Marsden PT-400: Key features at-a-glance

540mm

Bright red LED 
weight display

Zero and Tare 
functions
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IP67 waterproof 
stainless steel 
construction

Washdown 
protection to 
keep the scale 

hygienic

Handle for 
adjusting fork 

height

Rugged construction 
for everyday 
industrial use

High quality pump 
handle with release

Easy-rolling cast 
wheels with 

durable plastic rim

Rechargeable 
battery - upto 70 

hours’ use


